PICTURE MOUNT PRO

$195

The lilitab Picture Mount Pro is the
most low-profile tablet kiosk we make,
protruding only 2” from the wall.
Pro advantages
MagDOCK. Our patented MagDOCK feature is where the head unit connects to
the mount. With a turn of a key, the head unit detaches for assisted selling,
maintenance or access to the tablet.
Experience zero downtime. With MagDOCK, if your tablet suddenly stops working,
simply swap it out for a new one, on the fly. No need to call a technician.

Core features
Tablet friendly. The lilitab mount supports most 10” tablets on the market,
including iPads, Samsung tablets and more.
Always charged. You never have to remove your tablet to recharge it. It’s charged
via a pass-through port in the head unit and charges automatically when docked.
Radio transparent. The metal free head unit doesn’t interfere with WiFi, 4G,
or Bluetooth signals, ensuring maximum range and data throughput.
Anti-theft. Our patented perimeter latching system ensures your tablet
is secure.
ADA compliant. The lilitab Picture Mount Pro protrudes less than 2” from the wall
and is ADA compliant for installation in hallways and circulation spaces, requiring
no cane guard for the blind or partially sighted. There’s also an option for an audio
jack when headphone-supplied audio is required.
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Easy to clean. lilitab kiosks have been designed with infection control in mind.
For food service and healthcare environments we offer a wipe-clean faceplate
with integral film that isolates the touchscreen from dirt and pathogens.

Adaptable
Upgradeable. No matter what new tablets are introduced into the market,
lilitab is ready and equipped for change and upgrade.
Mega expandable. With added expansion ports on the back of the head unit,
you can easily add third party electronics, as well as various customizations
such as exposing the rear facing camera on most tablets.
Accepts payment. lilitab has various payment module options, including the
Magtek eDynamo with chip and mag-stripe and the liliswipe encrypting
mag-stripe reader.
Faceplate options. Choose from various options for exposing and hiding the front
facing camera and home button. You can also brand your lilitab with custom
faceplate graphics.
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